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Abstract—Fuzzy systems applying a sparse rule base and a
fuzzy rule interpolation based reasoning method are
popular solutions in cases with partial knowledge of the
modeled area or cases when the full coverage of the input
space by rule antecedents would require too many rules.
In several practical applications there is no human expert
based knowledge; the fuzzy model has to be identified from
sample data. This paper presents a freely available Matlab
toolbox called RuleMaker that supports the automatic
generation of a fuzzy model with low complexity. The
implemented model identification methods are also
reviewed.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Fuzzy systems applying sparse rule bases are widely
used when either one does not possesses the necessary
knowledge for the full coverage of the input space or the
complexity of the resulting system would be too high
owing to the increased number of rules.
Due to the increasing popularity of the fuzzy rule
interpolation (FRI) based reasoning methods (e.g. KH
[20], IMUL [28], FIVE [22], GM [1], IRG [5], and
LESFRI [14]) starting from the early 90s several methods
aiming the automatic generation of sparse fuzzy systems
have been developed. This paper reports the development
of a Matlab toolbox called RuleMaker that is freely
available under GNU GPL [12] and implements the fuzzy
model identification methods RBE-DSS [15], RBE-SI
[15] and ACP [13].
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives a brief survey on the main tendencies in sparse
fuzzy model identification and introduces shortly the
implemented techniques. Section III presents the
RuleMaker toolbox.
II.

SPARSE FUZZY RULE BASE GENERATION

A. Sparse Rule Base
The rule base of a fuzzy system is considered as sparse
when there is at least one point of the input space for
which there is no rule with an activation degree greater
than a prescribed ε0 value. In mathematical terms the
degree of coverage (c) of the input space is described by
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Figure 1. Antecedent space of a sparse fuzzy rule base

where

X i is the ith dimension of the antecedent space,

∗
i

A is the fuzzy set describing the observation in the ith
antecedent dimension,

Aij is the jth linguistic term of the

ith antecedent dimension, t is an arbitrary t-norm, ni is
the number of the linguistic terms of the ith antecedent
dimension, N is the number of the antecedent dimensions,
and arg max (.) calculates that ε value for which the
ε

expression in the parentheses takes its maximum. If
c > ε 0 the rule base is called ε 0 covering (dense)
otherwise it is considered as sparse.
Fig. 1 illustrates the antecedent space of a sparse rule
base. The input of the system is three dimensional. Each
rule is represented by a cuboid defined by the supports of
the fuzzy sets referred in the antecedent part of the rule.
The big cuboid containing the small ones defines the
multidimensional
input
universe
of
discourse
corresponding to the allowed input ranges of the system in
each antecedent dimension.
B. Automatic Sparse Fuzzy Model Identification
In case of automatic fuzzy model identification one
possesses a training data set that describes the expected
behavior of the system in several points, i.e. contains a list
of mating input-output values. The model identification
algorithm seeks for those values of the system parameters
for which the difference between the output values of the
training data set and the output provided by the current
fuzzy system in case of the same input is small. In most of
the cases especially when the training data set contains a
large amount of data an exact match cannot be reached.
Therefore the fuzzy system gives only a more or less good
approximation of the modeled input-output relation
described by the sample data.

Usually the approximation can be improved by
increasing the number of linguistic terms and rules. The
situation is similar to the neural networks based modeling.
However, the advantage of the application of a fuzzy
system is given by its self explaining capability, i.e. one
can extract from the tuned system IF-THEN rules that are
easily interpretable and understandable by humans.
Sparse fuzzy systems with low complexity can be
obtained following two different approaches. The first one
starts with a dense rule base ( c > ε 0 in (1)) [21], i.e. as
step 0 a covering rule base should be generated and then
the rules considered as non relevant ones are eliminated.
The methods proposed by Botzheim, Cabrita, Kóczy and
Ruano [3], Botzheim, Hámori and Kóczy [4], as well as
by Kóczy, Botzheim and Gedeon [19] follow this way.
The second approach tries to create a sparse rule base
directly from the available data. These methods can be
categorized into three groups.
1. Methods trying to identify the so called optimal
fuzzy rules (Kosko and Dickerson [23], Kosko
[24]).
2. Methods based on fuzzy clustering (e.g. Chiu [6],
Chong [9], Klawonn and Kruse [18], Sugeno and
Yakusawa [25], Tikk, Gedeon, Kóczy and Bíró
[26], Wong, Kóczy, Gedeon, Chong and Tikk [29]
as well as Johanyák [13]).
3. Methods following the concept of rule base
extension (e.g. Johanyák and Kovács [15]).
The current version of the RuleMaker Matlab ToolBox
contains the implementation of the clustering based ACP
method [13] and the implementation of the techniques
RBE-DSS and RBE-SI [15] that follow the concept of rule
base extension. All three methods consist of two steps.
First a raw (starting) fuzzy system is generated followed
by an iterative parameter identification process (second
step).
C. Automatic Fuzzy System Generation based on Fuzzy
Clustering and Projection (ACP)
The ACP method [13] was developed using some
elements and concepts of the methods [7], [9], [25], [26],
and [29]. The method consists of two main steps. First a
starting (raw) fuzzy system is generated using clustering
and projection. Next the quazi-optimal parameters of the
fuzzy system are identified by an iterative process based
on a hill climbing approach. Further on in course of the
method description we suppose a multiple input single
output (MISO) fuzzy system. If the modeled phenomenon
is a multiple output (MIMO) one a separate model is
generated for each output dimension.
The first step of the ACP method starts with the
determination of the optimal cluster number for a fuzzy
c-mean (FCM) type clustering of the output sample data.
It is calculated by the help of a cluster validity index
(CVI). One can find several CVIs in the literature. A
survey and comparison of the available techniques was
made by Wang and Zhang in [27]. ACP adapted the
hybrid approach proposed by Chong, Gedeon and Kóczy
[8] enhanced by the application of an upper limit for the
cluster number. It was necessary because in case of some
data sets the method resulted in a very high optimal

Figure 2. Creating a Ruspini partition from output clusters using a
core estimation with an α=0.85 cutting level

cluster number, which was inacceptable for practical
applications.
The hybrid technique first calculates the FukuyamaSugeno [11] index followed by the examination of the
mergeability of the adjacent clusters using the cluster
merging index proposed by Chong, Gedeon and Kóczy
[8]. After the determination of the optimal output cluster
number one does a one-dimensional FCM clustering on
the output data. The applied technique is based on the
FCM proposed by Bezdek [2] extended with several
modifications proposed in [13] in order to meet some
special requirements of the automatic fuzzy model
identification.
The output partition and its fuzzy sets are estimated
from the previously identified clusters. ACP uses the most
simple and straightforward technique for this task, which
was originally proposed by Chong in [7]. This approach
produces a Ruspini partition with trapezoidal shaped fuzzy
sets by cutting the clusters at an α-level (usually α=0.85)
and creating the set cores from the width values of the
cuts. Owing to the Ruspini character of the partition one
determines the supports of the sets automatically from the
corresponding endpoints of the adjacent linguistic terms.
Fig. 2. illustrates the creation of the consequent linguistic
terms (bold lines) from the output clusters (thin lines).
Next the consequent linguistic terms are projected into
the antecedent space. The projection means that for each
output fuzzy set one selects the data rows whose output
falls into the support of the set. Thus some data
corresponding to the overlapping parts of the linguistic
terms will be taken into consideration twice. Afterwards
one does a one dimensional fuzzy clustering in each
antecedent dimension on the current subset of the sample
data. The cluster centers will be used later as reference
points of the estimated antecedent fuzzy sets.
An identifier with three indices ( Ai , j ,k ) is assigned to
each cluster, where i is the ordinal number of the
antecedent dimension, j is the ordinal number of the
consequent fuzzy set in its partition, and k is the ordinal
number of the cluster in the current clustering.
One can generate two or more rules for each output
fuzzy set in the form

Rm : a1 = A1, j ,k1 AND ... AND a N = AN , j ,k N ...

(2)

THEN b = B j ,
where m is the ordinal number of the rule, N is the
number of antecedent dimensions. Thus one obtains

several groups of cluster centers in each input dimension.
Next they are interleaved and renumbered in order to get
one cluster partition in each dimension. Some of the
cluster centers will be identical or nearly identical. They
are united applying a prescribed distance threshold whose
value is a parameter of the method. After a cluster union
the related rules are also corrected or united.
One estimates the antecedent partitions and linguistic
terms using the same methods as in the case of the
consequent partition. The resulting fuzzy model is further
improved in the second step of ACP by a parameter
identification (tuning) process. The algorithm uses an
iterative hill climbing approach.
After each step (each parameter modification) the
resulting fuzzy system is evaluated by the means of a
performance index, which gives information about the
difference between the prescribed output given by the
sample data set and the calculated data set using the fuzzy
system.
The toolbox contains seven options for the selection of
the performance index. Probably the most used and
straightforward one is the relative value of the mean
square error expressed in percentage of the output range
(RMSEP)
M
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where M is the number of data points in the sample,
is the jth prescribed output value,
output value, and

(3)

yj

ŷ j is the jth calculated

DRN +1 is the range of the output.

The consequents in (2) can be constant or affine
functions of the inputs. Applications can be found in fuzzy
control systems [18], [30].
The algorithm investigates the parameters one-by-one
in course of each iteration cycle. First the system is
evaluated ( PI RMSEP ) with the current parameter set. Next
one calculates two new values for the actual parameter
one by decreasing the original value and one by increasing
the original value. The step ( sti ) is calculated in function
of the range ( DRi ) in the actual (i) dimension

C is doubled otherwise C is decreased to its half. When it
becomes smaller than a threshold ( Cmin ) for the first time
the process receives a second chance by increasing C to its
original value. The algorithm stops when either C reaches
its minimum for the second time or the prescribed number
of iteration cycles is reached or the performance index of
the system becomes better than a threshold value.
D. Automatic Fuzzy Model Identification by Rule Base
Extension
The concept of rule base extension (RBE) [15] starts
the fuzzy model identification with the creation of two
rules, one describing the minimum output and one
describing the maximum output, i.e. the reference points
of the consequent sets will be identical with the mentioned
extreme points. If the minimum (maximum) output is
reached in case of several different input values one
chooses those values as reference points for the antecedent
sets that are closer to the lower or upper bounds of the
corresponding input domain. In case of trapezoidal shaped
membership functions one determines a default core and
support width for each dimension depending on the range
of the domain.
Similar to ACP the RBE based methods (RBE-DSS and
RBE-SI) [15] also have a second step aiming the
improvement of the original fuzzy system in order to
reach a quasi-optimal performance index. The algorithm is
similar to the one applied in the second step of ACP. It
differs mainly in the handling of the local optimum of PI.
In case of RBE when the coefficient (C) of the step ( sti )
reaches its minimum one generates a new rule fitting the
output value where the difference between the sample
output and the calculated output is maximal.
Rule Base Extension using Default Set Shapes (RBEDSS) creates the fuzzy sets of the new rule with the same
core and support width values (supposing trapezoidal
shaped membership functions) as the ones applied for the
first two rules. However, the insertion of the new rule
sometimes results in a temporary deterioration of the
performance index.
In order to avoid this problem Rule Base Extension
using Set Interpolation (RBE-SI) calculates the shape of
the antecedent and consequent linguistic terms based on
set interpolation. It is not mandatory but it could be
expedient to choose the set interpolation method conform
to the applied fuzzy rule interpolation based reasoning
technique.
III.

sti = C ⋅ DRi ,

RULEMAKER TOOLBOX

(4)

where C is a constant that applies to each dimension.
After the evaluation of the system with he two new
parameter values one keeps that value from the available
three ones (original and two new values), which results
the best system performance. An iteration cycle contains
the investigation of all parameters once.
At the end of the cycle one compares the actual
performance ( PI k ) with the performance of the system
measured at the end of the previous cycle ( PI k −1 ). If the
amelioration of PI is greater than a threshold the value of

A. General description
The RuleMaker toolbox is implemented in Matlab and
is available for download under GNU General Public
License [12] from the website [10]. It was developed and
tested using Matlab 2006b. RuleMaker aims the
generation of a low complexity fuzzy system usually with
a sparse rule base. Its current version contains the
implementation of the methods ACP, RBE-DSS and RBESI. The toolbox is a collection of Matlab functions that
can be called from command line and from other Matlab
programs. The package also contains software with
graphical user interface ensuring an easy-to-use access to
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all the services offered by the toolbox. Its internal
structure is presented in fig. 3.
B. Usage of the GUI
The graphical user interface of the toolbox can be
started by typing in the Matlab Command Window the
command RuleMaker. Conform to the implemented fuzzy
model identification methods one can distinguish two
main areas in the functionality of the GUI program. The
first one deals with the generation of the raw fuzzy system
from the sample data. The training data should be loaded
in two separate text files, one containing the output values
and one containing the input values. In both cases each
row corresponds to one data point. If the input or output is
multi-dimensional the co-ordinates in the different
dimensions are separated by tabulators.
One can generate the raw fuzzy system either by
clustering or by the extreme values based approach. The
system can be saved in a text file using the same format as
the Fuzzy Rule Interpolation Matlab toolbox [17]. The
program generates a separate raw system for each output
dimension in case of sample data with multi-dimensional

output.
The current version (1.0.0) of the toolbox supports only
the trapezoidal shaped membership functions, which
includes with corresponding parameterization the triangle
and the singleton shaped fuzzy sets as well. The default
core and support width values and some other parameters
can be set by the user through dialog boxes. They are also
displayed in a textbox in the main window (see fig. 4).
The program makes possible the graphical
representation of the input and output partitions (see e.g.
fig. 5) separately, as well as a three dimensional
representation of the rule base or antecedent space if the
number of antecedent dimensions does not exceed three. If
the fuzzy model has only one input dimension the
program offers a three dimensional representation of the
rule base each rule being indicated by a pyramid defined
by the antecedent and consequent membership functions
(see e.g. fig. 6). If the number of input dimensions is two
one can use the pyramid-type representation for the
visualization of the antecedent space. Here the pyramids
are defined by the antecedent fuzzy sets. However, the
user can choose the cuboid-type representation (e.g. fig. 1)
where the rule consequents still can be drawn into the
visualization. In this case the edges of a cuboid represent
the supports of the antecedent and consequent linguistic
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Figure 4. Parameters of the raw fuzzy system generation
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Figure 6. 3D representation of a SISO fuzzy system. Each
pyramid represents a rule and is defined by the antecedent and
consequent membership functions

Figure 8. Variation of the performance index (RMSEP) in course
of the parameter identification represented in function of the
number of system evaluations (SE)

terms of a rule. The drawback of this type is that other
parts of the sets’ shape cannot be visualized. In case of
fuzzy systems having three input dimensions only the
cuboid-type representation is available. It can be used for
the visualization of the rule antecedents.
The second main area of the program functionality
deals with the parameter identification. After each step
(modification of a parameter) the system is evaluated
using a performance index. The user can choose from
seven PIs. They are the mean square of the error (MSE),
the relative value of the MSE compared to the range of the
output variable (RMSE), the RMSEP (3), the correlation
factor between the prescribed output and the calculated
one (R), the transformed value of R (RR) [13], the mean
of the differences in absolute value between the prescribed
output and the calculated one (AD), as well as the relative
value of AD compared to the range of the output variable
(ADP).
The fuzzy inference is done by the help of the Fuzzy
Rule Interpolation (FRI) Matlab toolbox [17]. Ten fuzzy
inference methods can be selected. The RuleMaker
toolbox offers four fuzzy set parameterization types
(breakpoints, relative distances, reference points, and a
core endpoints based one that always ensures the Ruspini
character of the partition). Beside the determination of the
performance index the calculated and prescribed output
values can be compared in a diagram. Fig. 7 illustrates the
graphical representation of the momentary output. The
abscissa indicates the ordinal number of the data points.
The output from the sample data is represented by (blue)
circles and the output calculated by the fuzzy system for
same input is represented by (red) pentagrams.

One can also get a comprehensive view of the tuning
from a diagram (see fig. 8) showing the variation of the
performance index (RMSEP on fig. 8). Here the abscissa
shows the number of system evaluations (SE). The fuzzy
model can be saved after each iteration step. The
parameter identification usually is a time and
computational resources consuming task. Therefore the
user can pause or stop the process at any time by the help
of push buttons.
C. Further development plans
The RuleMaker Toolbox is under continuous
development. We plan its development in three main
directions.
• Implementation of new fuzzy model identification
methods and techniques.
• Extending the existent implementations in order to
support all kinds of polygonal membership
functions.
• Implementation of new performance index types.
IV.
CONCLUSIONS
Automatic fuzzy model identification from sample data
is one of the key issues in practical application of fuzzy
systems. After reviewing the methods ACP, RBE-DSS
and RBE-SI this paper presented the RuleMaker toolbox a
software tool that implements these methods. All the
methods produce a fuzzy system with low complexity
applying usually a sparse rule base. Therefore the created
fuzzy systems should use a fuzzy rule interpolation based
inference
technique.
The
software
seamlessly
interoperates with the FRI Matlab toolbox. Thus the
produced fuzzy systems are generated for one of the FRI
inference techniques available in the FRI toolbox. The
software is available under GNU GPL. One of the future
researches will be focused on extending the approach to
automatic fuzzy model identification methods for
nonlinear plants control [31].
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